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Three girls find romance and friendship while working at the most exclusive ski resort in EuropeAt

Le Trois Alpes, Harley, Melissa, and Lily (a.k.a. Dove) find a place to run away from their pasts.

Small-town Colorado girl Harley scored the coveted hostess jobâ€”even though sheâ€™s got attitude

to spare. She hopes to start a new life with rich and famous friendsâ€”and perhaps a cute guy.

Melissa just arrived from Australia and is ready to cook. But things heat up fast for her when her

ski-pro ex-boyfriend just happens to make his way to the slopes. And Lily is really wiping the slate

clean: With a new name and lowly maid status, no one needs to know about her society-girl history.

If the Chalet Girls can manage to balance their jobs, crushes, and hidden pasts, they are in for one

hot winter!Â 
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It's one winter vacation three girls will never forget, even if they may want to.First there's Harley,

who quickly packed her bags to get away from her life, which basically took place in a trailer, so she

can have a little fun and excitement. With a bad attitude, Harley doesn't really care about her job,

even if it is the top job that everyone wants -- hostess. It helps to have good looks. Harley can't



believe her luck, even if she doesn't show it. She is finally able to start a whole new life, hopefully

complete with some rich and famous friends, and a hot boyfriend on her arm.Then there is Melissa,

the girl from Australia who loves to follow by the book and believes everything she reads. It's her

first time at Les Trois but definitely not her first time around this type of scenery. Her ultimate goal is

to forget about everything that has happened to her with a certain professional skier and find

something else to worry about, like learning how to cook, since that is her job and she has no idea

how to. Being able to get over her ex seemed easy, especially since her encounter with a guy

named JMB leaves her completely breathless. But, then she found out that the one person she did

not think she would see just happens to make his way to the slopes at Les Trois.Last but not least is

Lily. To all her old rich friends, Lily was her name but now, in a whole new environment complete

with people who have never known her, Lily is now Dove. Unfortunately for Dove, she received the

lowest job on the Les Trois working ladder, that of maid. But it is completely fine with her since all

she wants is to earn money so she can see Will, the guy she cares about the most.
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